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INTRODUCTION TO PASITHEA THERAPEUTICS
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Pasithea Therapeutics is a 
biotech company at the forefront of 
neuroscience research

Drug development: Focused on the research and discovery of new 
and effective treatments for psychiatric and neurological disorders

Clinic partnerships: Focused on providing business support services to 
brain clinics in the UK and in the US

Complementary Two-Pronged Business Model
Improving treatment options for those affected by CNS disorders

Become a market leader in designing and delivering safe and 
effective treatments to patients in need



INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
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Large Addressable Market With Few 
Options for Adequate Help Today

Capital-Light Infrastructure

Diversified Revenue Stream with 
Significant Revenue and EBITDA Growth 
Potential

Seasoned Leadership Team with Expertise in 
Neuroscience & Psychopharmacology

Dr. Lawrence Steinman, Executive Chairman & Co-Founder
• Endowed Chair in the Neurology Dept. at Stanford University 
• Founded several successful biotech companies
• Drug development pioneer

Dr. Tiago Reis Marques, CEO & Director

• Fellow at Imperial College and lecturer at King´s College London
• Renowned psychiatric researcher and lecturer with decades of experience in 

the biological mechanisms of mental health and brain disorders

Dr. Yassine Bendiabdallah, COO, Head of UK Clinics & Director
• PhD in Medicinal Chemistry from University College London
• Extensive experience in the design and synthesis of novel drug candidates



Our Product Pipeline
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PRODUCT INDICATION DISCOVERY
PRE-CLINICAL

PHASE I PHASE 2 PHASE 3

PAT 101 Schizophrenia

Bipolar Disorder

PAT 102 Multiple sclerosis

PAT 103 Amyotrophic 
Lateral Sclerosis 



Steve Gleason of the New 
Orleans Saints

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a devastating disease
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Average age of onset is mid-50s

Sporadic: 90%-95%
SOD1:      3%
C9orf72:  8-10%
TDP43:    ≈90%

Familial: 5%-10%
SOD1:      20%
C9orf72:  40%
TDP43:     4%

Male-Female ratio: 3:2

Incidence: 1.0-2.5/100,000

Prevalence:   5/100,000

Clinical Manifestations
Early stage
Ø Dysphagia 
Ø Dysarthia 
Ø Emotional lability 
Ø Spasticity 
Ø Fasciculations 
Ø Cramps 
Ø Muscle weakness 
Ø Atrophy 

Late Stage
Ø Dementia
Ø Respiratory failure
Ø Aspiration pneumonia
Ø Occulomotor nerve affected
Ø May resemble locked-in syndrome



Alpha-5/Beta-1 (a5b1) integrin is known as the “Fibronectin Receptor”

• Integrins mediate cell adhesion, migration and activation of 
diverse cell types

• a5b1 integrin is expressed in 4 major cell types involved in 
neuroinflammation (microglia, macrophages, mast cells, 
perivascular glia) 

• Integrin blocking lead to approved drugs
• Three FDA-approved mAbs targeting integrins – Tysabri, Entyvio & ReoPro

• a5b1 integrin is well characterized as a target
• a5b1 mAbs developed for cancer by PDL/Biogen and Pfizer
• Volociximab advanced to Phase II with acceptable safety profile at 30mg/kg 

dose
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Su et al PN
AS 2016
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Integrin Structure



Steinman Lab at Stanford Pioneered Tysabri
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Mass Cytometry Identifies Alpha-5 (CD49e) Increase on Microglia as Disease 
Progresses in Mouse SOD1 Model of ALS
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(a5b1 integrin) 

ARTICLES
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41593-018-0100-x

1Department of Neurology and Neurological Sciences, Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA, USA. 2Baxter Laboratory in Stem Cell Biology, 
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA, USA. 3Institute of Neuropathology, Medical Faculty, 
University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany. 4Institute of Anatomy, University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany. 5Department of Cellular and Molecular Medicine, 
University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA, USA. 6BIOSS Centre for Biological Signalling Studies, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany.  
*e-mail: b.ajami@stanford.edu; steinman@stanford.edu

The term ‘neuroinflammation’ has been broadly applied to 
various neuropathological conditions1. A wide spectrum of 
neurological disorders, ranging from those immunologically 

driven such as acute disseminated encephalomyelitis and multiple 
sclerosis2, to degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease3 and 
Parkinson’s disease4, to genetic disorders such as HD5 and mutant 
SOD1-driven ALS6, are often collectively called neuroinflamma-
tory7. One rationale behind applying the ‘neuroinflammatory’ label 
to these diverse neurological conditions resides in the empirical 
observation of microgliosis in these conditions8. From detection 
of inflammatory mediators in Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s 
disease brain sections at autopsy to genomic and transcriptomic 
studies of brain specimens4,9, it has been suggested that neurode-
generation might be promoted in part by microglia responding to 
inflammation in the CNS10,11.

Here we used cytometry by time-of-flight mass spectrometry 
(CyTOF) to enable a high-dimensional analysis of cell surface mark-
ers, signaling molecules and cytokines on brain myeloid cells at the 
single-cell level12. We characterized the myeloid cell phenotypes in 
commonly used mouse models of neuroinflammation and neurode-
generation: EAE, a model of multiple sclerosis2; R6/2 mice, a model 
of HD in which the mice express human mutant HTT exon 113;  
and mice overexpressing mSOD1, a model of ALS14.

Results
Phenotypic heterogeneity within the CNS-resident myeloid pop-
ulation. We used CyTOF to analyze the cellular phenotype, signal-
ing properties and cytokine production in single cells of both CNS 
tissues (brain and spinal cord) and peripheral blood. We first com-
pared different stages of EAE with R6/2 transgenic mice13 at a late 

stage of the disease when the R6/2 mice display tremor, irregular gait, 
abnormal movements and decreased survival15 (Fig. 1). The CyTOF 
panel was assembled on the basis of a high-throughput screen of 
255 antibodies to integral membrane proteins (Supplementary 
Table 1), proteins that regulate myeloid cell functions16, transcrip-
tion factors and signaling molecules relevant to neuroinflammation 
(Supplementary Table 2a–c). Single-cell suspensions of CNS tissue 
and blood were prepared as described previously17 (Fig. 1).

To explore the phenotypic diversity of immune cell populations 
in the CNS and blood, we applied a K-nearest-neighbor density-
based clustering algorithm called X-shift18. This algorithm allows 
the unsupervised clustering analysis of data from single cells18. To 
visualize the phenotypic continuum of cell populations, output 
is organized into a minimum spanning tree (MST)18, creating a 
two-dimensional layout. The size of nodes and the color coding is 
explained in the methods section.

Unsupervised clustering of 1,800,183 single cells from the CNS 
and blood of 75 samples created a detailed MST map of distinct cell 
populations (Supplementary Fig. 1). This analysis revealed three 
distinct CD11b+ myeloid populations in the CNS that were absent 
in peripheral blood (Fig. 2a). These populations, identified as CNS-
resident myeloid populations, are designated A, B and C (Fig. 2a 
and Supplementary Fig. 1).

To verify that populations A, B and C could be identified by 
manual gating, we applied a feature of the X-shift called a divisive 
marker tree (DMT) algorithm18. This feature automatically con-
structs an optimal marker-based classification of clusters18. By set-
ting the gates according to computationally defined thresholds, we 
verified that populations A, B and C were distinguishable by cell sur-
face marker expression of CD45, CD11b, CD317 (BST2/PDCA-1),  

Single-cell mass cytometry reveals distinct 
populations of brain myeloid cells in mouse 
neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration models
Bahareh Ajami! !1*, Nikolay Samusik2, Peter Wieghofer3,4, Peggy P. Ho1, Andrea Crotti5,  
Zach Bjornson2, Marco Prinz3,6, Wendy J. Fantl2, Garry P. Nolan2 and Lawrence Steinman1*

Neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration may represent two poles of brain pathology. Brain myeloid cells, particularly 
microglia, play key roles in these conditions. We employed single-cell mass cytometry (CyTOF) to compare myeloid cell popula-
tions in the experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) model of multiple sclerosis, the R6/2 model of Huntington’s 
disease (HD) and the mutant superoxide dismutase 1 (mSOD1) model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). We identified 
three myeloid cell populations exclusive to the CNS and present in each disease model. Blood-derived monocytes comprised 
five populations and migrated to the brain in EAE, but not in HD and ALS models. Single-cell analysis resolved differences in 
signaling and cytokine production within similar myeloid populations in EAE compared to HD and ALS models. Moreover, these 
analyses highlighted ! 5 integrin on myeloid cells as a potential therapeutic target for neuroinflammation. Together, these find-
ings illustrate how neuropathology may differ between inflammatory and degenerative brain disease.

NATURE NEUROSCIENCE | www.nature.com/natureneuroscience

© 2018 Nature America Inc., part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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— Alpha-5 integrin (CD49e) expression is 
significantly increased with disease 
progression in mouse models and 
human ALS 

— Anti-a5b1 integrin targets four cell 
types involved in neuroinflammation: 
Microglia, Macrophages, Mast Cells 
and Endothelial and Perivascular Glial 
Cells (regulating immune cell 
trafficking)



Alpha-5 Positive Cells Concentrated in Motor Neuron Tracts in ALS*

• CD49e (a5 integrin) present on cells in motor tracts
• Sensory tracts relatively devoid of CD49e (a5 integrin)

• Significantly more a5 integrin staining in ALS vs. control non-
MND spinal cord
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• a5 positive phagocytic cells surround and 
ingest motor neurons in ALS: 

CD49e (a5 integrin) IHC

Trias et al. 2017

CD49e Staining
ALS vs. Non-MND

*Collaboration with Mayo Clinic



Alpha-5/Beta-1 (a5b1) Positive Cells at Sites of Neuronophagia

Neuronophagia: the process whereby damaged or degenerating nerve cells finally disintegrate and are removed by 
scavenger cells (phagocytes)
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CD49e (a5b1) positive cells at site of neuronophagia

Different patient: 
H&E showing neuronophagia

ALS Autopsy Lumbar Spinal Cord

Aperio

Microscope

CD49e-H&E

CD49e-H&E CD49e-H&E

H&E

Neuronophagia
Empty cell bed

Neuronophagia 
Empty cell bed

3mm CD49e + H&E Staining

ALS Autopsy Lumbar 
Spinal Cord*

50mm



a5b1 Integrin is Significantly Upregulated with ALS Disease Progression
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a5b1 Integrin
Cell Surface Expression

a5 Integrin
Gene Expression

MOUSE (SODG93A)

CNS
Microglia

FLOW Cytometry

Ajami et al. 2018
Steinman Lab at Stanford



Proof of Concept: Anti-a5b1 Treatment With Mouse Surrogate Antibody 
(MFR5) Delays Symptoms and Decreases Mortality
Highly powered repeat of SOD1G93A mouse study using MFR5 shows significant improvement in behavior and mortality
• SODG93A transgenic mice were treated with 4mg/kg MFR5 (n=30) or isotype control (n=30) mAb bi-weekly I.P. until death/sacrifice

• 6 mice per group were sacrificed at 20 weeks for IHC/biomarker studies
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Survival Beam Walk Vercelli Scores Anti –CD3 Staining
Thoracic Spinal Cord

Anti –CD3 Staining
Thoracic Spinal Cord

• No treatment effect seen in wire hanging assay (full cohort) or on plasma NfL levels in a subset of mice (n=6) out to 20 weeks
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Isotype control treated: 

SODG93A mouse #645 has ALS
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Anti-alpha-5/beta-1 treated:

SODG93A mouse #647
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Isotype control 14 days later: 

SODG93A mouse #644 isotype control has splayed legs 
and hardly moves
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Anti-alpha-5/beta-1 treated 14 days later:

SODG93A mouse #643



Results Reproduced in an Independent State-of-the-Art Clinical Research 
Facility (QPS)
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Treatment
Discontinued

Stanford SOD1 Mouse Study
MFR5 vs. Isotype Control

QPS SOD1 Mouse Study
MFR5 vs. Isotype Control



Anti-a5b1 mAb Treatment is a Potent Therapy in EAE model of MS
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Ajami et al. 2018

Mouse EAE Model of MS

• Stronger Result than Proof of Concept Studies leading to Tysabri



a5b1 Antagonist for ALS - Summary

• Unique expression and activity profile in human and mouse ALS
— Elevated expression of a5 integrin (known as CD49e) in ALS patients, in motor areas & Blood Brain Barrier (BBB)
— Reproducible efficacy in SOD1 mice
— MOA à regulation of BBB leakiness & myeloid cell function (PNS and CNS)

• Strong Activity profile in animal models of Multiple Sclerosis

• Multiple novel antibodies with novel IP

• Established safety profile (Ph 2 clinical studies)

• Human clinical trials by the end of 2023
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a5b1 Antagonist for ALS
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a5 Positive 
Endothelial and 

Perivascular Glial Cells

Motor Region Spinal Cord
Mayo Clinic collaboration

BBB

Microglia

Mast Cells
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CNS Periphery

BBB

Roadmap

— Selection of lead candidate (Q4 2022)

— Complete Toxicology Studies (no toxicology concerns with other 
alpha5/beta1 mAbs – oncology)  (Q2 2023)

— Discussion with regulatory authorities (orphan drug designation)

— IND submission (Q4 2023)

— Human clinical trials (end of 2023)



PRIMARY FOCUS: DEVELOPING NEW MOLECULAR ENTITIES AND/OR NOVEL 
BIOLOGIC DRUGS
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Multiple Sclerosis Program



PRIMARY FOCUS: DEVELOPING NEW MOLECULAR ENTITIES AND/OR NOVEL 
BIOLOGIC DRUGS
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Multiple Sclerosis Program



PRIMARY FOCUS: DEVELOPING NEW MOLECULAR ENTITIES AND/OR NOVEL 
BIOLOGIC DRUGS
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Schizophrenia Program



SECONDARY FOCUS: CLINIC PARTNERSHIPS TO DELIVER KETAMINE 
TREATMENTS
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Will provide intravenous infusions of ketamine to 
treat mental health disorders, such as Treatment-Resistant 
Depression (TRD) and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD) 

Will give immediate access to patients in
the UK and US

Capital-light business with a significant client base

Diversified revenue stream will help support
R&D efforts

Anticipated Operating Process: Pasithea will seek to repurpose one of 
the most commonly used medical drugs to bring faster relief to many 
of those suffering from TRD and PTSD

The Process of Ketamine Infusion Treatment

Psychiatric 
Assessment

Infusion 
Treatment

Psychiatric 
Follow-up

42-51% Efficacy
of normal anti-depressants – a huge 
opportunity to improve1

76% of Patients
Responded to ketamine treatment in 
treating TRD in one trial2

1Reports and Data; Harris Bricken; informedhealth.org
2Dwyer JB, Landeros-Weisenberger A, Johnson JA, et al. Efficacy of Intravenous Ketamine in Adolescent Treatment-Resistant Depression: A Randomized Midazolam-Controlled Trial. Am J Psychiatry.
2021;178(4):352-362



Clear Market Opportunities
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Ø Consolidation 
opportunity given 
little to no 
national brands

Ø No single 
company 
operating in >6 
states

Brand 
Consolidation

Digital 
Marketing Ecosystem Technology Compliance

Ø Low customer 
acquisition cost 
relative to price 
of treatment

Ø Digital marketing 
can produce high 
conversion rates

Ø Growing market 
= increased need 
for industry 
support services

Ø Brick & mortar 
clinics operated 
by doctors means 
low technology 
adoption

Ø Room for 
automation

Ø New CDC/DEA 
guidelines

Ø Higher profile = 
more scrutiny

Ø Those with good 
compliance 
protocols will 
benefit



US OPERATIONS - HYBRID MODEL
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• Partnered with The IV Doc, a leading provider of administrative and support services
to affiliated clinical practices providing infusions in the US

• Provides rapid exposure & capital-light expansion opportunities in the US
• Anesthesiologist administers infusion in patients’ homes

At-home model:

• Exposure

• Affiliate model opportunities
• Profit-generating clinics with 2+ years of operations
• Extensive insurance tie-ups
• Underserved areas (in terms of mental health)
• In or near densely populated areas with high disposable income
• Prime locations and high-end interior design
• Support services: mental health specific EMR and CRM
• Digital presence

Clinic model:



UK CLINIC PARTNERSHIP
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• Capital-light partnership with Zen Healthcare
• Zen Healthcare has two locations in London: Knightsbridge and Baker Street
• Provides immediate exposure in the UK
• Existing management structure and qualified GPs, pharmacists, therapists and 

psychotherapists

Highlights:

Deal Terms:
• Agreement with Zen Healthcare for existing clinics

Zen Healthcare

30,000
Patients 

5
Years of operating 

70%30%

Zen HealthcarePasithea UK

Ketamine Infusion 
Shared  Revenue

EDINBURGH

NEWCASTLE

BIRMINGHAM

LONDON

BAKER STREET

KNIGHTSBRIDGE



Financial Overview
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Cash, Cash Equivalents 
& Short-Term 
Investments*

$50 
million

* As of 4/3/2022

Operating Cash Burn 
2022

$7
million

Common Shares 
Outstanding*

~27 
million

Warrants Outstanding* 
(weighted average exercise 

price ~$4)

13.5 
million
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www.pasithea.com

Contact:
Tiago Reis Marques
CEO
tiago@pasithea.com


